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Feel like suicide
Best-selling author Nick Hornby talks about writing, rock 'n' roll
and learning how to live after deciding to end it all

By Vince Darcangelo (editorial@boulderweekly.com)

Say you're about to jump off the
top of a tall building... when
someone shows up with a pizza.
That'd be a great story to tell if
you decided to come off the
roof the slow way—after eating
the pizza, of course. But for
best-selling author Nick
Hornby, this is only the
beginning in his new book A
Long Way Down.

After producing the
international sensations High
Fidelity, About a Boy, Fever
Pitch, How to be Good and
Songbook, Hornby returns with
a foursome of misfit, would-be
suicides who bump into each
other on the roof of Topper's
House on New Year's Eve. The quartet of Martin, Maureen, JJ and
Jess become a makeshift support group for one another, and over the
next 90 days go on a series of misguided, if well-intentioned,
adventures. A Long Way Down is a portrait of life after near-self-
deliverance, portrayed with the typical gravity, humor and irreverence
of Hornby's conversational style. Hornby, a renowned pop-culture
critic and audiophile, is performing live with the rock band Marah on
select dates of his current book tour.

Nick Hornby will read from and sign A Long Way Down at 7:30
p.m., Monday, June 13, at the Boulder Book Store, 1107 Pearl St.,
Boulder, 303-447-2074. Recently Boulder Weekly sat down with
Hornby to swap writers' notes and mix tapes.

Boulder Weekly: To me, the most fascinating concept explored in A
Long Way Down is the idea of life after a failed or pre-empted
suicide attempt. In making the decision to commit suicide, an
individual crosses an enormous psychological threshold, from which
there is arguably no return. After reaching that conclusion, coming
down from the roof seems unfathomable, and from a writer's
standpoint, near impossible to capture. (See review below.) How
were you able to get into the psyche of not just one character who
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came down from the ledge but four?

Nick Hornby: In terms of the psyches, I spent quite a long time not
writing this book, living with these people for quite a long time. I
think by the time I started, I was fairly clear on who they were and
why they were up there. Part of the interest for me was having four
separate voices and really writing it as dramatic monologues—that's
how I kind of conceived of it.

I've come to the conclusion that I'm happiest writing in first person. I
think what I do tends to be very internal. I think it fits best with first
person. I really like the rhythms of the speaking voice, which is
effectively what I've got here.

BW: Of the four characters, who would you say has the most
justifiable reason to be on the roof of Topper's House on New Year's
Eve? And of the four, who do you think makes the most progress in
the ensuing 90 days?

NH: It's complicated, because clearly Maureen has the best reason.
She's the one who's living a life that, for some time, has been very
uncomfortable and unhappy. But in a sense I knew right from the
start that Maureen would only require very minor adjustments for her
to feel as though her life was something she could live. In a way, it
was not so much a trick on the reader, but I suspect that the reader
feels much the same as the other characters about Maureen, that,
'Yeah, yeah, go ahead, that's terrible.' If you just shuffled a few things
around for her, it's really a matter of banal, practical things that she
needs, whereas the other three characters, their problems are actually
a lot more intractable, even if they're not as serious as hers.

I would say, from my own point of view, that the kind of ongoing
humiliation that Martin suffers on a daily basis means that he might
have the best reason. In terms of traveling on a journey, I'd say it was
Martin or JJ. They really discover something about themselves, even
if it isn't something they want to discover. Martin really discovers that
he needs to dismantle his entire personality, and JJ discovers that he's
stuck doing something that's never, ever going to make him happy.

BW: I was really fascinated with the interaction of the characters and
how they manifested in the group dynamic. Jess and Martin are the
active characters, responding aggressively to their predicament, often
at their own peril. Maureen and JJ are the passive characters,
withdrawing from the world when it turns against them and taking a
somewhat fatalistic stance. Ironically, the fact that Jess and Martin are
so active opens them up for judgement from society, while a
character like Maureen, who really has done little more than accept
her predicament, gets approval. When you were developing these
characters, did you attempt to play on the tendencies of the court of
public opinion to lionize the tragic figure over the screw-up, or did
you allow these characters to do develop organically?

NH: I hoped that they were developing organically. Maureen's the
only one, really, who's not the author of her own misfortune—even
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though because of her Catholicism she believes she is. There is a kind
of quietism about her. The other three are basically up there because
of things that they've done, and Maureen's up there because there's
nothing she's ever done. She's up there because she hasn't been living
a life. That was a problem I had to be careful with, because there is
an inherent lack of dynamism both in her character and her back
story. I had to make sure that, hopefully, she's as interesting as
everybody else. I sort of think of her as the soul of the book. The
others revolve around her to a certain extent. JJ is the character who's
maybe, possibly, the most like the reader in terms of being able to
comment on the action of the others.

BW: JJ was a particularly fascinating character to me. Of the four, his
reason for committing suicide is the most related to identity, in
particular the loss thereof. Throughout the story, he is seen to be both
a liar and the best-mannered of the group; a caretaker and an
accidental philosopher; and though his reason for being at Topper's
House is arguably the least valid, he is also perhaps the most well-
intentioned of the lot. What was your initial intent with the character
of JJ, and how did he develop through the writing process?

NH: I would say he's the most closely related to me, not because of
the music, but when I was his age I felt [just] as clueless as to how I
might continue. I didn't really have a career to speak of. I was getting
to that stage I think a lot of writers and musicians go through where
people feel sorry for you, that you're living this deluded dream that
you're going to be able to make a living doing what you want to do.

I think you're right, identity is very closely linked into that, because
when people start feeling sorry for you it's really hard to feel good
about yourself. I knew that his reasons for killing himself might not
seem as strong as the others, and yet I understood, perhaps better than
anyone, that he had very good reasons for killing himself. So I had to
be careful with him.

Apart from that I just wanted to make him real. Here I don't see any
contradiction between being a liar and a caretaker. That seems to me
like the human condition.

BW: It could have been the result of circumstance in that he was the
fourth one up there, but he also seemed the least committed to doing
it.

NH: Yes. His realization is that actually he loves his life, and one of
the most painful things for him is that he feels disconnected from it.

BW: What do you consider to be the relationship between music and
writing? Would you say these are two similar, closely linked
mediums? And if so, how are they linked and how closely?

NH: In Songbook, I quoted this critic who said that all artists vie to
the status of music, and I agree with that. For me, the process is such
that it feels almost incidental that it's words. There's a need to create
something that feels to me like music. And it has to be at first, in my
case, in the form of a novel. The experience I'd like the reader to have
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is the experience of listening to music rather than thinking that's an
interesting thing to say about the world. For me, it's the source of
everything.

BW: On your reading tour, you are doing some dates with the rock
band Marah. How is that dynamic going over in the live setting?

NH: It's been great. I was worried about it at first. They can be pretty
fucking loud—and they do rock. It starts with me reading, and then
they play a song connected to what I just read. It's a great segue, and
it's really exciting. But then I've got to go back to reading again, and
they've more or less trashed the stage and made everyone's ears bleed.

I think [Marah]'s one of the great live experiences. I haven't seen
anything like them for years and years and years. One of the great
things about this show is I get to see them a lot. The only thing I
haven't worked out is what I actually do when they're playing,
because I'm stuck on the stage. I'm trying to find a place to skulk
away and hide. I've tried the tambourine, but I'm just too self-
conscious.

Suicide solution
by Vince Darcangelo

What if the Wizard of Oz was shot entirely in black and white, with
no lush scenery to offset the grimmer aspects of the tale? What if it
was more like a journey through the existentialism of old Russian
literature than a spectacle of imagery and adventure? Oh, the
characters still meet, the sense of displacement remains, but instead
of a clearly marked yellow lane, uptempo sing-a-longs and stellar
midget choreography, four disparate and tragically flawed characters
lock arms and stumble off toward a longed-for yet uncertain salvation
on a rooftop in London. And in this version, the peril of lions, tigers
and flying death monkeys is replaced with the specter of self-
deliverance.

Then you'd have A Long Way Down, the new novel by best-selling
author Nick Hornby. Where in his earlier works Hornby has taken us
to record shops and English football fields, in A Long Way Down he
takes us to the ledge of a tall building on New Year's Eve—and we're
about to jump.

But something happens on the way to Splatter City. Four desperate
souls have individually plotted their final exit from the roof of
Topper's House, but end up getting in each other's way. The mood is
spoiled, and these fearful four realize they are as clumsy at dying as
they are at living.

Thus the journey of the Topper's House Four begins, bringing
together Martin, a scandalized former television star recently released
from prison for having sex with a minor; Jess, the smart-mouthed,
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hot-tempered daughter of a mid-level politician with a bent for self-
destruction and swear words; Maureen, the chaste, defeated mother of
a hopelessly disabled child; and JJ, an American would-be rock star
suddenly without a band and a girlfriend. These suicide-minded
misfits form a ragtag support group, and together they come down
from the roof to confront a poorly mannered perp of a one-night
stand and the victim of a hopelessly drab celebrity affair—all before
sun-up. They go on to make the front page of the tabloids, form the
worst book group ever and even go on holiday together—even though
they really can't stand the sight of one another.

And they never do meet the Wizard. Instead they meet Cosmic Tony
—a celestial, hypothetical version of Tony Blair who doesn't quite
have the ability to grant wishes, but can, well, "arrange things."

A Long Way Down is an ambitious book in both concept and
execution, and Hornby has got the bottle for both. A topic as complex
and seemingly nihilistic as suicide would have stifled lesser writers.
But through the use of the first person (the story is told from the
perspective of all four characters), A Long Way Down takes on the
complexities of suicide with real-world, stream-of-conscious
sensibility both awkward and endearing. As a result, A Long Way
Down is a laugh riot as these four bumbling characters retrace the
events that brought them together and attempt to find redemption in
often the most ass-backward manner possible—typically at the
mischievous hand of the mentally unstable Jess. The language is
quick-paced and conversational, and Hornby's gift for witty dialogue
is unmatched in modern literature (in particular when Jess calls
Martin a "tosser" every time he uses big, fancy words). Most
impressively, Hornby is able to keep the dialogue of the four
characters distinct, realistic and relevant.

Of course, the big fear in any novel of this scope is the throwaway
ending. Would the Topper House Four suddenly find some deeper
meaning in life or a great strength from their friendship and be
instantly healed? Hardly. There is no ruby-slipper redemption in A
Long Way Down. The characters come off the roof more depressed
than when they went up. But Hornby avoids the nihilistic "everyone
dies" scenario as well, crafting perhaps the most reasonably ideal
ending for the characters both in the book and in life. My clinical
diagnosis? A Long Way Down is a book worth coming off the ledge
to read.
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